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COMMUNIVERSITY AT
STARTING POINT
Informal community learning and skills sharing
funded by the National Lottery Community Fund.

OUR MONTHLY UPDATE
Tutor: Hayley Barclay
This month Communiversity attendees have
again shown a sense of unity and support for
each other. The Men's programme has been a
great example of this. The cohort of courses
has now come to an end and graduation
certificates distributed. However, the men are
far from finished. This cohort has formed an
alliance that is developing a plan for when the
men can meet face to face safely. This focuses
on future aspirations and projects and ensures
they are still well connected , relying on each
other for company advise and practical help.
Friendships and shared experiences are what
make Communiversity a success. Each project
has an open-door policy and we believe this
learning style is more profound and makes
more of an impact holistically.
This month Communiversity has been busy: we
have delivered over 170 craft bags adding to
the whole total of 790 bags since the project
began. We have hosted an average of 15
learners in each class, had 3 guest tutors and
had 6 requests for engagement in further
learning along with 2 new volunteer delivery
drivers.
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What happens at Communiversity crafter-noon / crafter-moon?
We host a 1hr session every Wednesday afternoon or evening on Zoom. It is open to everyone. You can
get a free activity bag beforehand by contacting us below. Then you can join in with the fun of local
people sharing skills in a friendly and informal way.

This month we have made pumpkins, cone

Christmas trees and all sorts of fun stuff.
Our programme's reputation is growing and we at Communiversity have been asked to support a local
collaborative project where local men can access education and support in one place this will prove to
be a less disjointed process and promote the brilliant work that is happening within our community. An
example of this was when some men from the Crafternoon session joined a fitness session hosted by
a local gym. Although virtually, it was a great introduction to something they may not have accessed
independently.
Communiversity connects through Email, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, photos & quizzes sharing. We
love to be connected and share, you can access previous weeks learning under the Lockdown Learning
tab. https://startpoint.org.uk/
We would love you to get in touch: Hayley on Hayley@startpoint.org.uk or
WhatsApp group number is 07312124267.

the Communiversity

